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Abstract. Five pockets of open cells (POCs) are studied us-
ing aircraft ﬂights from the VOCALS Regional Experiment
(VOCALS-REx), conducted in October and November 2008
over the southeast Paciﬁc Ocean. Satellite imagery from the
geostationary satellite GOES-10 is used to distinguish POC
areas, and measurements from the aircraft ﬂights are used
to compare aerosol, cloud, precipitation, and boundary layer
conditions inside and outside of POCs. Conditions observed
across individual POC cases are also compared.
POCs are observed in boundary layers with a wide range
of inversion heights (1250 to 1600m) and surface wind
speeds (5 to 11ms−1) and show no remarkable difference
from the observed surface and free-tropospheric conditions
during the two months of the ﬁeld campaign. In all cases,
comparedtothesurroundingovercastregionthePOCbound-
ary layer is more decoupled, supporting both thin stratiform
and deeper cumulus clouds. Although cloud-base precipita-
tion rates are higher in the POC than the overcast region in
each case, a threshold precipitation rate that differentiates
POC precipitation from overcast precipitation does not ex-
ist. Mean cloud-base precipitation rates in POCs can range
from 1.7 to 5.8mmd−1 across different POC cases. The oc-
currence of heavy drizzle (>0dBZ) lower in the boundary
layer better differentiates POC precipitation from overcast
precipitation, likely leading to the more active cold pool for-
mation in POCs. Cloud droplet number concentration is at
least a factor of 8 smaller in the POC clouds, and the ratio of
drizzle water to cloud water in POC clouds is over an order
of magnitude larger than that in overcast clouds, indicating
an enhancement of collision–coalescence processes in POC
clouds.
Despite large variations in the accumulation-mode aerosol
concentrations observed in the surrounding overcast region
(65 to 324cm−3), the accumulation-mode aerosol concentra-
tions observed in the subcloud layer of all ﬁve POCs exhibit
a much narrower range (24 to 40cm−3), and cloud droplet
concentrations within the cumulus updrafts originating in
this layer reﬂect this limited variability. Above the POC sub-
cloud layer exists an ultraclean layer with accumulation-
mode aerosol concentrations <5cm−3, demonstrating that
in-cloud collision–coalescence processes efﬁciently remove
aerosols. The existence of the ultraclean layer also suggests
that the major source of accumulation-mode aerosols, and
hence of cloud condensation nuclei in POCs, is the ocean
surface, while entrainment of free-tropospheric aerosols is
weak. The measurements also suggest that at approximately
30cm−3 a balance of surface source and coalescence scav-
enging sinks of accumulation-mode aerosols maintain the
narrow range of observed subcloud aerosol concentrations.
1 Introduction
During most of the year, a large stratocumulus cloud deck
covers the southeast Paciﬁc Ocean, extending westward from
the South American continent. Due to a strong albedo and
weak greenhouse effect, the stratocumulus exerts a strong
cooling effect on the ocean and the atmospheric boundary
layer (de Szoeke et al., 2012). The extensive stratocumu-
lus cloud deck is occasionally interrupted by cloud breaks
in the form of pockets of open cells, where the lower cloud
cover exposes the darker sea surface, effectively lowering the
albedo of the area where these features form.
Pocketsofopencells(POCs)havepreviouslybeendeﬁned
as regions of open-cell convection completely or largely
embedded within a larger region of closed-cell convection
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(Stevens et al., 2005; Wood et al., 2008). In regions of open-
cell convection, patches of descending clear air are ringed
by ascending cloudy air, giving it a honeycomb-like pattern
when viewed from above. On the other hand, closed-cell con-
vection are characterized by patches of cloudy ascending air
that are ringed by clearer descending air, leading to higher
albedos (Atkinson and Zhang, 1996; Wood and Hartmann,
2006). Subsequent studies have found, however, that POCs
also support thin and extensive stratiform clouds in addi-
tion to the honeycomb-like patterns or isolated clusters of
deeper cumulus clouds (Wood et al., 2011a) and that hor-
izontal gradients in cloud microphysical properties exist at
the transition from closed to open cellular convection, with
often dramatic decreases in cloud droplet number concentra-
tions inside the POCs (Stevens et al., 2005; Sharon et al.,
2006; Wood et al., 2008, 2011a). In this paper, POCs are de-
ﬁned as regions of broken cumuliform convection, possibly
overlaid by thin patchy stratocumulus, that (a) are embedded
within regions of closed-cell stratocumulus clouds and (b)
that also show cloud microphysical changes at the transition,
evident in daytime satellite images as an increase in cloud
effective radius at the POC edges. This stricter deﬁnition of
POCs excludes instances of cloud break-up that accompany
cloud thinning due to increased subsidence and evaporation,
and also many cloud breaks at the western edge of stratocu-
mulus cloud decks.
POCs have been observed in satellite imagery (Garay
et al., 2004) and in various ﬁeld experiments (Bretherton
et al., 2004; Stevens et al., 2005; Sharon et al., 2006; Wood
et al., 2011a; Cui et al., 2014). Because the cloud cover is
relatively low in POCs, their formation can inﬂuence the
amount of incident solar radiation that is absorbed at the
Earth’s surface. Up to 10–15% of the southeast Paciﬁc re-
gion can be covered by POCs during October and Novem-
ber, which are months of extensive cloud cover (Wood et al.,
2008). Although regional models have started to simulate
episodic changes in cloud cover and albedo due to synop-
tic forcing (Abel et al., 2010) and transport of aerosol plumes
from coastal pollution sources (Yang et al., 2011; Saide et al.,
2012; George et al., 2013), models still do not clearly demon-
strate the formation of reduced cloud cover in the form of
POCs (Abel et al., 2010; Toniazzo et al., 2011). An excep-
tion exists for Mechem and Kogan (2003), who employed
a nested 2km resolution mesoscale model within a larger re-
gional model to form drizzle-induced cloud break-up in over-
cast stratocumulus. The low aerosol concentrations observed
within POCs (Petters et al., 2006; Sharon et al., 2006; Wood
et al., 2008, 2011a) strongly suggest a mechanism by which
aerosols affect clouds, and also suggest the need to incorpo-
rate aerosol–cloud interactions occurring on scales of a few
kilometers and smaller to simulate POC formation in models.
Various aspects of the POCs have been convincingly sim-
ulated by large-eddy simulations (LES) and high-resolution,
cloud-resolving simulations (Wang and Feingold, 2009a, b;
Wang et al., 2010; Berner et al., 2011; Kazil et al., 2011;
Berner et al., 2013). Several of these studies initialize a re-
gion of the model domain with lower cloud droplet num-
ber concentration to initiate POC formation (e.g., Wang and
Feingold, 2009a, b; Berner et al., 2011). The simulations
point to the importance of cold pools in transforming closed-
cell circulation to open-cell circulation (Wang et al., 2010),
and indicate horizontal coupling of inversion heights that al-
lows for the coexistence of closed-cell and open-cell clouds
within a region of hundreds of kilometers (Berner et al.,
2011). Kazil et al. (2011) implemented a more sophisticated
model of the sulfur cycle and aerosol processing within an
LES and was able to reproduce the observed structure of
the aerosol-depleted “ultraclean layer” (as detailed in ob-
servations by Wood et al., 2011a) and its potential for sup-
porting spontaneous nucleation of ultraﬁne aerosol. More
recently, Berner et al. (2013) showed that a large-domain
cloud-resolving simulation with interactive aerosols can de-
velop long-lived, mutually supporting regions of open and
closedcellsexistingsidebyside,suggestingthat,undersome
large-scale meteorological and aerosol conditions, the POC–
overcast system is a self-maintaining form of mesoscale
cloud organization. POC modeling studies have been initial-
ized based on one DYCOMS-II case (Wang and Feingold,
2009a, b) and one VOCALS case (RF06) (Wang et al., 2010;
Berner et al., 2011; Kazil et al., 2011). The boundary layer
heights of the two cases range from 800m (Van Zanten and
Stevens, 2005) to 1600m (Wood et al., 2011a), suggesting
diverse environments in which POCs exist. More observa-
tional analyses of POCs are therefore necessary to identify
the boundary layer properties that are common across differ-
ent POC cases and those properties that are more variable.
Early observations of POCs were fortuitous because their
formation cannot be easily forecast and because they form
over remote oceans. The VAMOS Ocean Cloud Atmosphere
Land Study Regional Experiment (VOCALS-REx), con-
ducted over the southeast Paciﬁc Ocean during October and
November of 2008, was the ﬁrst concerted ﬁeld campaign
for which POCs developing in a larger region were system-
atically targeted for observational sampling (Wood et al.,
2011b; Mechoso et al., 2014). Wood et al. (2011a) provides
a detailed analysis of one VOCALS case (RF06) using data
from two aircraft. Cui et al. (2014) describe measurements
from another VOCALS POC case sampled by the UK BAe-
146 aircraft before the NSF/NCAR C-130 sampled it during
RF13. The current study investigates the commonalities and
variations across ﬁve different VOCALS POC cases, includ-
ing RF06 and RF13. We assess our current conceptual model
of POC structure and the conditions necessary to form and
maintain them. Section 2 gives an overview of the measure-
ments available from the C-130 and describes how POCs
are differentiated from the surrounding overcast region us-
ing satellite infrared imagery. The following ﬁve sections
present our results, including the large-scale context in which
the POCs were observed (Sect. 3) and comparisons of their
boundary layer (Sect. 4), cloud and precipitation (Sect. 5),
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and aerosol (Sect. 6) characteristics with the surrounding
overcast regions and two POC-like cases (Sect. 7). A dis-
cussion and a summary of the results are given in Sect. 8.
2 Data and methods
2.1 Data
During VOCALS-REx, six research ﬂights ﬂown by the
NSF/NCAR C-130 sampled the atmospheric conditions
across transitions from closed to open cellular clouds ac-
companied by clear corresponding changes in cloud micro-
physics (Wood et al., 2011b). Five of those six research
ﬂights are used in this analysis, because the diurnal break-up
of the closed-cell stratocumulus made it difﬁcult to distin-
guish the closed-cell from the open-cell regions during RF14
(15 November). The ﬁve remaining research ﬂights exam-
ined here are RF06 (28 October), RF07 (31 October), RF08
(2 November), RF09 (4 November), and RF13 (13 Novem-
ber). During VOCALS-REx, if a suspected POC was present
within aircraft range when ﬂight plans were made for a given
day, the C-130 was directed to sample the POC. The ﬂight
strategy consists of sawtooth proﬁle legs from above the in-
version to below cloud base, proﬁle legs through the depth of
the atmospheric boundary layer, and level ﬂight legs ﬂown
∼ 150m above the surface in the subcloud layer, at cloud
base (∼ 700m), at cloud level (∼ 1000m), and above cloud
(∼ 1500m). Level ﬂight legs ranged in length from 120 to
240km. Figure 1 shows a typical ﬂight strategy of POC sam-
pling,followedbymostﬂights,exceptforRF06andRF13,in
which an additional subcloud and cloud-level ﬂight leg was
ﬂown.
For all ﬂight legs, a suite of instruments measured thermo-
dynamic quantities (temperature, water mixing ratio, pres-
sure, etc., described in Wood et al., 2011b) to help character-
ize the structure of the boundary layer and lower free tropo-
sphere. Because the humidity measurements were found to
be biased high in previous analyses (Bretherton et al., 2010),
the humidity measurements from the Lyman-alpha hygrom-
eter are corrected according to Bretherton et al. (2010). The
Wyoming Cloud Radar (WCR), also aboard the C-130, pro-
vided radar reﬂectivity from cloud and precipitation hydrom-
eteors above and below the aircraft. The column-maximum
reﬂectivity from the WCR is used to estimate precipitation
rates at cloud base inside and outside the POCs using the
Z–R relationship from Comstock et al. (2004). From the
subcloud ﬂight legs, the cloud fraction, cloud-base height,
and cloud liquid water path are estimated using the upward-
pointing Wyoming Cloud Lidar (WCL) and a G-band va-
por radiometer (GVR) (Zuidema et al., 2012), respectively.
Sea surface temperatures (SSTs) are remotely sensed by
downward-viewing Heimann radiometric sensors and cor-
rected by 1K to correct a warm bias found by Bretherton
et al. (2010).
Concentrations of aerosols of size >0.1µm in clear air are
obtained from the passive cavity aerosol spectrometer probe
(PCASP) which measures the size distribution of aerosols
with diameter between 0.1 and 3µm. This size range en-
compasses most of the accumulation-mode aerosols and is
representative of concentrations of cloud condensation nu-
clei (CCN) at supersaturations typical of those in marine
stratocumulus (Martin et al., 1994; Terai et al., 2012). Total
aerosol concentrations (CN) for particle diameters >10nm
were obtained by the 3010 CN counter (Clarke et al., 2007).
Aerosol data are all ﬁltered for possible splashing and shat-
tering events from drizzle drops by removing aerosol data if
any of the following conditions are met: liquid water content
>0.04gm−3 (as measured by the Gerber PV-100 probe);
drizzle drop concentration >1L−1 (as measured by the 2DC
probe); or a 10s forward-lagged, 11s moving-window-mean
drizzlewater content>10−4 gm−3 (as measured bythe 2DC
probe).
Measurements of cloud droplet concentrations (Nd) and
mixing ratios (qc) are obtained from a cloud droplet probe
(CDP), which measures drops with radii between 1 and
23.5µm. Similarly, measurements of drizzle drop concentra-
tions (ND) and mixing ratios (qD) are obtained from a 2DC
optical array probe for drops with radii larger than 30µm
(Wood et al., 2011b). Unless otherwise stated, all measure-
ments are analyzed at 1Hz time resolution, corresponding to
a spatial resolution of ∼ 100m. Cloudy air is distinguished
from clear air in the cloud-level ﬂight legs when the liquid
water mixing ratio from either the Gerber PV-100 probe or
the CDP+2DC exceeded 0.03gkg−1.
In order to locate the POC boundaries regardless of the
time of day, infrared brightness temperature imagery from
channel 4 (centered on 11µm) of the Geostationary Opera-
tional Environmental Satellite imager (GOES-10), obtained
roughly every 15min, is used to locate the ﬂight legs in rela-
tion to the POC boundary.
2.2 Differentiating between POC and overcast regions
We divide each relevant ﬂight leg into POC, transition,
and overcast (OVC) subsections by visual inspection of the
GOES-10 infrared (IR) imagery. This allows us to compare
the various boundary layer properties in the POC with those
in the overcast region. This approach is similar but not iden-
tical to Wood et al. (2011a) and Berner et al. (2011), who
instead used radar reﬂectivity to distinguish the regions. Fig-
ure 2 shows subcloud ﬂight legs from each of the ﬁve POC
casesoverlaidonGOES-10IRimagestakenclosesttotheleg
time. The transition region is identiﬁed to ensure that POC
and overcast sections of the ﬂight leg solely sampled the cor-
responding cloud types, with its width determined from the
sharpness in the transition from overcast to broken clouds
along the leg. In the following analysis, we compare the ther-
modynamic, macrophysical, and microphysical characteris-
tics in the POC region and the overcast region.
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Table 2. Boundary layer and free tropospheric conditions in the POC and overcast (OVC) regions of the ﬁve observed POC cases. In addition
to the ﬁve VOCALS cases examined in this study, the mean conditions at 80
◦ W during the VOCALS ﬁeld campaign and measurements
reported in previous studies are listed for comparison. Mean and standard deviations are recorded as µ±σ, whereas 25th–75th percentile
ranges are shown as a range x25th –x75th. For conditions that vary with height level, the variables are preceded by SC (subcloud), CL (cloud),
and AC (above cloud) to indicate the height level at which the measurements were taken. The inversion base height (zi, base) is estimated from
the proﬁle legs as the height of the coldest temperature in the lower troposphere. The inversion height (zi) is estimated from the proﬁle legs
as the height of the maximum of the 5s-running-mean of dθ/dz. The lower-tropospheric stability (LTS), deﬁned as the potential temperature
difference between 700hPa and the surface, was calculated from taking the difference between the mean SC leg potential temperature and
the mean potential temperatures calculated by the C-130 between 699 and 701hPa and within ±2.5
◦ latitude and longitude of the POC
location in Table 1.
Case Region zi, base zi LTS AC qv SST T0 –SST SC U
(m) (m) (K) (gkg
−1) (
◦C) (K) (ms
−1)
RF06 POC 1262±74 1411±22 27 0.53±0.21 17.3 −1.0 11.3±0.9
OVC 1338±49 1393±18 26 0.21±0.03 17.7 −0.5 11.1±0.9
RF07 POC 1587±15 1658±25 22 0.27±0.03 17.3 −1.6 8.0±1.4
OVC 1613±41 1654±23 21 0.23±0.07 17.7 −1.0 9.7±1.1
RF08 POC 1599±92 1642±113 23 0.31±0.05 17.5 −0.6 7.7±1.1
OVC 1656±34 1672±24 23 0.24±0.06 17.6 −0.0 8.2±0.7
RF09 POC 1420±58 1543±129 24 0.26±0.12 17.5 −1.5 7.2±1.1
OVC 1521±107 1539±101 23 0.68±0.10 17.8 −0.8 5.7±0.7
RF13 POC 1343±31 1365±16 30 0.78±0.12 17.9 −1.7 4.9±1.2
OVC 1298±15 1307±19 29 0.33±0.09 17.5 −0.3 5.0±1.2
Mean
20S 80W 1220–1330
a 24.7±2.4
b 17.8±0.4
a 8.0±1.9
b
DYCOMS II
VS05
c POC 794
OVC 794
P06
d POC 794
DECS
S06
e POC 740–800
OVC 710±75
a Inferred from Bretherton et al. (2010).
b Estimated from ﬂight-mean C-130 data taken between 77.5 and 82.5
◦ W across eleven research ﬂights.
c Van Zanten and Stevens (2005).
d Petters et al. (2006).
e Sharon et al. (2006).
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Fig. 1. Typical ﬂight strategy taken by the NSF/NCAR C-130 during POC sampling (adapted from Fig. 7 of Wood et al., 2011a). Figure 1. Typical ﬂight strategy taken by the NSF/NCAR C-130 during POC sampling (adapted from Fig. 7 of Wood et al., 2011a).
3 Large-scale context
3.1 Geographical and diurnal context
Four of the POC ﬂights in this study were located at 80◦ W
and just to the north and south of 20◦ S. The RF13 POC was
located slightly to the east at 78◦ W (see Table 1 and Fig. 2).
The region around 20◦ S and 80◦ W has been characterized
by a combination of aircraft and shipboard measurements
made during VOCALS-REx (Bretherton et al., 2010; Allen
et al., 2011) and shipboard measurements from seven re-
searchcruisesconductedfrom2001to2008(deSzoekeetal.,
2012), for which the values are summarized in Tables 2–4.
During October and November, the region was character-
ized by a median inversion height of ∼ 1240m (25th–75th
percentile range of 1220–1330m; Bretherton et al., 2010),
a diurnal-mean cloud thickness of 250m, corresponding to
a mean liquid water path of 81gm−2 (de Szoeke et al.,
2012), and a mean cloud fraction of 90% (de Szoeke et al.,
2012). Surface mixed-layer accumulation-mode aerosol con-
centrations in the region average approximately 140cm−3,
but with large variations such that the 25th–75th percentile
range is 70–220cm−3 (Allen et al., 2011). Because stratocu-
mulus cloud cover and drizzle rates tend to maximize in the
early morning hours (Wood et al., 2008; Leon et al., 2008; de
Szoeke et al., 2012), and because a goal of VOCALS-REx
was to observe the precipitation characteristics in POCs, four
of the ﬁve POC-sampling research ﬂights were conducted
in the early morning hours (Table 1). Large differences in
cloud properties between the one POC sampled during mid-
day (RF13) and the four POCs sampled during early morning
are apparent in the precipitation rate and in-cloud turbulence
(Table 3 and Sect. 5.3).
3.2 Synoptic setting
The C-130 VOCALS sampling period of 15 October to 15
November 2008 was characterized as a quiescent period, in
which little synoptic activity propagated from the midlati-
tudes into the VOCALS region (Toniazzo et al., 2011). Dur-
ing this quiescent period, however, POCs contributed sub-
stantially to cloud cover variability (Toniazzo et al., 2011).
Although no evidence has been found to show that the syn-
Table 1. Time and location of POC ﬂights. The local standard time
is UTC – 5.3h at 80◦ W. Location denotes the center of all ﬂight
legs ﬂown for POC sampling.
Flight Date Time sampled Location
– UTC sampled
RF06 28 Oct 2008 08:24–13:23 18◦ S, 80◦ W
RF07 31 Oct 2008 08:32–11:37 22.5◦ S, 80◦ W
RF08 2 Nov 2008 09:07–12:24 22.5◦ S, 80◦ W
RF09 4 Nov 2008 08:39–11:32 22◦ S, 80◦ W
RF13 13 Nov 2008 16:03–20:11 19.5◦ S, 78◦ W
optic waves directly cause the POC features to form or that
they help maintain POC features, because midlatitude storms
have the potential of affecting air masses advecting into VO-
CALS region (George and Wood, 2010), we cannot discount
a possible inﬂuence from midlatitude synoptic activity on the
formation of POCs.
3.3 Free troposphere
Lower tropospheric stability (LTS) over the subtropical stra-
tocumulus regions is positively correlated with low cloud
cover (Klein and Hartmann, 1993; Leon et al., 2008). In Ta-
ble 2, we compare the LTS, calculated as the potential tem-
perature difference between the 700hPa level and the sur-
face, over the POCs and surrounding overcast region. We
ﬁnd no indication that the VOCALS POCs formed under re-
markably high or low LTS conditions. Because the aircraft
did not ﬂy many proﬁles up to 700hPa (∼ 3100m), the same
700hPa potential temperatures are used to calculate LTS in
POCs and overcast regions in Table 2. The surface poten-
tial temperatures are the mean potential temperature from the
subcloud legs in each region. Because surface potential tem-
peratures did not vary by much between separate POC cases
(287–289K), variations in LTS between cases are largely due
to differences in the 700hPa temperatures.
Stevens et al. (2005) observed a moister free troposphere
(FT) above a northeast Paciﬁc POC, which led to the hypoth-
esis that POCs formed under regions with moister FT. Wood
et al. (2008), however, found no evidence in the southeast
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Figure 2. C-130 ﬂight tracks overlaid on GOES-10 satellite imagery, in situ PCASP concentrations, and Wyoming Cloud Radar (WCR)
reﬂectivitycrosssectionsfromsubcloudlegsoftheﬁvePOCcasesanalyzedinthisstudy.ForeachPOCcase,theleftpanelshowsthelocation
of the ﬂight legs in relation to the overall POC structure. The ﬂight track is colored with regard to distinction between POC (blue), overcast
(red), and transition (green). The top panel for each case shows the aerosol concentration as measured by the PCASP (0.1µm< D <3µm),
where concentrations are ﬁltered for drizzle events. The dotted line indicating 50cm−3 is highlighted in orange to remind the reader of the
changing scale along the ordinate. The panel below the PCASP concentrations shows the WCR column reﬂectivities (dBZ) with the cloud-
base height from Wyoming Cloud Lidar traced in gray. All radar cross sections and aerosol concentration time series are aligned along the
middle of the north transition region.
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Table 2. Boundary layer and free-tropospheric conditions in the POC and overcast (OVC) regions of the ﬁve observed POC cases. In addition
to the ﬁve VOCALS cases examined in this study, the mean conditions at 80◦ W during the VOCALS ﬁeld campaign and measurements
reported in previous studies are listed for comparison. Mean and standard deviations are recorded as µ±σ, whereas 25th–75th percentile
ranges are shown as a range x25th–x75th. For conditions that vary with height level, the variables are preceded by SC (subcloud), CL (cloud),
and AC (above cloud) to indicate the height level at which the measurements were taken. The inversion base height (zi, base) is estimated from
the proﬁle legs as the height of the coldest temperature in the lower troposphere. The inversion height (zi) is estimated from the proﬁle legs
as the height of the maximum of the 5s running mean of dθ/dz. The lower-tropospheric stability (LTS), deﬁned as the potential temperature
difference between 700hPa and the surface, was calculated from taking the difference between the mean SC leg potential temperature and the
mean potential temperatures calculated by the C-130 between 699 and 701hPa and within ±2.5◦ latitude and longitude of the POC location
in Table 1.
Case Region zi, base zi LTS AC qv SST T0 –SST SC U
(m) (m) (K) (gkg−1) (◦C) (K) (ms−1)
RF06 POC 1262±74 1411±22 27 0.53±0.21 17.3 −1.0 11.3±0.9
OVC 1338±49 1393±18 26 0.21±0.03 17.7 −0.5 11.1±0.9
RF07 POC 1587±15 1658±25 22 0.27±0.03 17.3 −1.6 8.0±1.4
OVC 1613±41 1654±23 21 0.23±0.07 17.7 −1.0 9.7±1.1
RF08 POC 1599±92 1642±113 23 0.31±0.05 17.5 −0.6 7.7±1.1
OVC 1656±34 1672±24 23 0.24±0.06 17.6 −0.0 8.2±0.7
RF09 POC 1420±58 1543±129 24 0.26±0.12 17.5 −1.5 7.2±1.1
OVC 1521±107 1539±101 23 0.68±0.10 17.8 −0.8 5.7±0.7
RF13 POC 1343±31 1365±16 30 0.78±0.12 17.9 −1.7 4.9±1.2
OVC 1298±15 1307±19 29 0.33±0.09 17.5 −0.3 5.0±1.2
Mean
20◦ S, 80◦ W 1220–1330a 24.7±2.4b 17.8±0.4a 8.0±1.9b
DYCOMS II
VS05c POC 794
OVC 794
P06d POC 794
DECS
S06e POC 740–800
OVC 710±75
a Inferred from Bretherton et al. (2010).
b Estimated from ﬂight-mean C-130 data taken between 77.5 and 82.5◦ W across 11 research ﬂights.
c Van Zanten and Stevens (2005).
d Petters et al. (2006).
e Sharon et al. (2006).
Paciﬁc that POCs formed preferentially in regions with a
moister FT. Likewise, if we compare the water vapor mix-
ing ratio (qv) from the above-cloud ﬂight legs ﬂown over the
POC and overcast region, then we ﬁnd that qv is not consis-
tently higher above the VOCALS POCs (Table 2).
4 Boundary layer structure
4.1 Air–sea temperature difference
Air–sea temperature differences and wind speeds determine
the temperature ﬂux at the surface. Except for RF13, the
SSTsareslightlylowerinthePOCthanintheovercastregion
(Table 2). However, the apparent SST decrease in the POC is
likely a sampling artifact. First, the approximately 1K de-
crease in the subcloud temperature and 1gkg−1 increase in
thewatervapormixingratiointhePOCcanleadtoalowbias
in the SST retrieved over the POC. Second, the decrease in
cloud cover in the POC can decrease the amount of reﬂected
infrared radiation, also leading to a low bias in SST retrieved
over the POC (Smith et al., 1996). Indeed, when the retrieved
SST and downward infrared irradiance are compared within
the POC segments of the ﬂight legs, they somewhat corre-
late with each other. Despite this potential low bias of the
POC SSTs, the estimated air–sea temperature difference in-
side the POC is larger than in the overcast region (Table 2).
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Table 3. Similar to Table 2 but for boundary layer thermodynamic and cloud macrophysical properties. The lifting condensation levels
(LCL) from the SC legs are reported here. Cloud fraction (CF) is based on the WCL cloud detection from the subcloud legs. The decoupling
parameter 1z is the mean height difference between the cloud-base height and the LCL.
Case Region 1z LCL CL w02 CF SC LWP ZmaxR
(m) (m) (m2 s−2) (%) (gm−2) (mmd−1)
RF06 POC 343 480 0.17 56 251±238 4.3
OVC 89 829 0.69 100 173±86 2.6
RF07 POC 781 605 0.05 75 27±25 5.8
OVC 255 950 0.52 100 166±79 2.1
RF08 POC 545 619 0.09 80 110±81 5.0
OVC 299 968 0.67 100 131±107 0.6
RF09 POC 429 532 0.08 73 107±194 1.7
OVC – 845 0.37 – 137±62 1.3
RF13 POC 372 419 0.03 83 215±206 2.8
OVC 517 569 0.12 100 59±39 0.3
Mean
20◦ S, 80◦ W 309±147a 840±60b 0.53±0.14a 90±4b 81±10b 0.3–2.3a
DYCOMS II
VS05c POC 0.42±0.03
OVC 0.32±0.03
a Estimated from ﬂight-mean C-130 data taken between 77.5 and 82.5◦ W across 11 research ﬂights.
b Inferred from de Szoeke et al. (2012).
c Van Zanten and Stevens (2005).
The cooler surface air temperatures in the POC, likely a re-
sult of cold pool formation, increase the air–sea temperature
difference in the POC.
Relative changes in wind speed across the POC–overcast
transition are small (Table 2). Therefore, any systematic
changes in the surface sensible and latent heat ﬂuxes are
likely due to air–sea temperature and moisture differences
in the POC. Across different POCs, a large range in surface-
level horizontal wind speeds was measured (Table 2), which
indicates that the maintenance of POCs does not require
stronger or weaker winds.
4.2 Inversion height and structure
A critical parameter in marine boundary layer (MBL) evolu-
tion is the inversion height, which determines the cloud-top
height and affects the likelihood of boundary layer decou-
pling (Jones et al., 2011). The inversion base height (zi, base)
is estimated from the proﬁle legs as the height of the low-
est temperature in the lower troposphere (Jones et al., 2011;
Wood et al., 2011a). The zi, base of the observed POCs and the
surrounding clouds ranges from 1250 to 1650m (Table 2),
which is on the higher end of the range of zi, base observed
at 80◦ W during all the VOCALS-REx ﬂights (Bretherton
et al., 2010), but there is no indication that POCs only form
in deeper boundary layers. If we compare the POC with the
surrounding overcast region, the inversion base height is 25
to 100m lower in the POC than in the overcast region in
RF06, RF07, RF08, and RF09, but 50m higher for RF13,
the one POC sampled during the daytime. Inadequate sam-
pling precludes attributing this difference to the diurnal cy-
cle. The zi, base observed in the VOCALS POCs is substan-
tially deeper than the 700–800m inversion base heights of
POCs observed previously over the northeast Paciﬁc (see Ta-
ble 2; Van Zanten and Stevens, 2005; Sharon et al., 2006).
We conclude that POCs can be produced in boundary layers
with a range of inversion heights.
The strength of the inversion determines how easily free-
tropospheric air can be entrained into the MBL. We compare
the inversion structure over the POC and overcast region in
Fig. 3. A mean proﬁle for the overcast and POC region is
constructed for each case from averaging the potential tem-
perature from the proﬁles in 25m height bins. To compare
results from different POC cases, the mean inversion height
(zi) from each POC and overcast case found in Table 2 is
subtracted from each proﬁle. Rather than using zi, base for
this purpose (which would align the bottom of the gradient
regions in the proﬁles), we deﬁne the zi in each ﬂight pro-
ﬁle to correspond to the maximum of the 5s running mean
of dθ/dz and subtract the mean of those heights from each
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Table 4. Similar to Table 2 but for cloud microphysical and aerosol properties. Aerosol concentrations are ﬁltered for possible drizzle
shattering events.
Case Region Nd CL qc CL qD SC Na CL Na SC CN CL CN
(cm−3) (gkg−1) (gkg−1) (cm−3) (cm−3) (cm−3) (cm−3)
RF06 POC 10±13 0.06 0.11 32±18 1.7±4.7 137 80
OVC 94±21 0.31 0.03 103±25 – 145 –
RF07 POC 4±3 0.03 0.08 29±9 1.1±1.8 140 80
OVC 67±29 0.34 0.04 74±20 – 195 –
RF08 POC 13±12 0.06 0.09 40±13 22.0±11.4 383 261
OVC 208±75 0.27 0.00 324±166 – 636 –
RF09 POC 6±11 0.02 0.05 24±12 6.1±12.2 307 214
OVC 52±20 0.14 0.02 65±9 – 207 –
RF13 POC 8±8 0.04 0.06 37±11 4.2±3.9 177 316
OVC 94±62 0.26 0.02 90±13 – 247 –
Mean
20◦ S, 80◦ W 133±57a 0.09–0.29a 0.00–0.04a 70–220b – 300–480b –
DYCOMS II
VS05c POC 55±16
OVC 70±17
P06d POC 30±15 40
DECS
S06e POC 20 ∼ 10
OVC 40–60 ∼ 50
W08f POC ∼ 20–50
OVC ∼ 100–300
a Estimated from leg-mean C-130 data taken between 77.5 and 82.5◦ W across 11 research ﬂights.
b Inferred from Allen et al. (2011).
c Van Zanten and Stevens (2005).
d Petters et al. (2006).
e Sharon et al. (2006).
f Wood et al. (2008).
averaged proﬁle. Table 2 gives this mean zi for the POC and
overcast (OVC) regions of each ﬂight; for the four noctur-
nal ﬂights, the mean zi is quite similar in the POC and OVC
regions, even though zi, base is lower in the POC. Figure 3
shows that the inversion is typically sharper in the OVC re-
gion than in the POC. This is expected given how radiative
cooling from thick overcast clouds helps to sharpen the in-
version. However, the inversion structure also differs from
case to case. For example, the inversion in the overcast pro-
ﬁle from RF09 is especially hard to identify. This is partly a
result of averaging four different overcast proﬁles into one,
but visual inspection shows that the inversions in individual
proﬁles from the overcast region of RF09 are also less sharp
than in other cases.
4.3 Decoupling
The degree to which the boundary layer is decoupled can be
quantiﬁed by taking the difference (1z) between the cloud-
base height and the lifting condensation level (LCL) from the
subcloud ﬂight legs (Jones et al., 2011). Deﬁned this way, the
decoupling gives an indication of the relative timescales be-
tween boundary layer mixing and processes that act to stabi-
lize the boundary layer. From Table 3, we see for all cases
that the POC has a signiﬁcantly (150–350m) lower LCL.
In the nocturnal cases, the 1z is larger (indicating stronger
decoupling) in the POC than the surrounding OVC region.
In the one daytime ﬂight (RF13), the OVC is more decou-
pled, consistent with observational and LES studies that ﬁnd
that solar insolation strongly decouples the daytime overcast
boundary layer (Turton and Nicholls, 1987; Bretherton et al.,
2004; Caldwell and Bretherton, 2009). Although Wood et al.
(2011a) noted that the OVC region surrounding the RF06
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base height, the mean height of the maximum vertical gradient in
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temperature changes in each area are better aligned.
Figure 3. Potential temperature (θ) structure in POCs (left) and in
overcast regions (right). Proﬁles are mean proﬁles based on data
from proﬁles binned every 25m. The number of individual proﬁles
that are used to calculate the mean proﬁles is indicated in brackets
next to each ﬂight number. The mean height of maximum potential
temperature increase is subtracted from each proﬁle to examine the
structures relative to the inversion height. Instead of the inversion
base height, the mean height of the maximum vertical gradient in
potential temperature is chosen for the reference height so that the
temperature changes in each area are better aligned.
POC was well mixed (1z=86m), we ﬁnd that this feature
is not shared across the other POC cases.
The stronger decoupling in POCs is likely a manifesta-
tion of strong drizzle evaporation in the subcloud layer that
leads to the stabilization and decoupling of the lower bound-
ary layer. This traps surface ﬂuxes in the lower levels of
the boundary layer and leads to lower LCL. LES studies
have shown that the increased stability from subcloud drizzle
evaporation enhances the transition from closed to open cel-
lular convection (Savic-Jovcic and Stevens, 2008) and that
cold pools help to organize cumulus cloud convection (Wang
et al., 2010; Berner et al., 2011). It should, however, be noted
that cold pools are not exclusive to POCs but are also ob-
served under non-POC-forming overcast stratocumulus, and
hence do not serve as a sufﬁcient condition for POC forma-
tion (Terai and Wood, 2013).
4.4 Vertical wind variance (w02)
Counteracting the stabilization of the boundary layer, the ra-
diative cooling at cloud top drives turbulence and enhances
the mixing between the cloud layer and underlying surface
mixed layer. The strength of the turbulence can be quanti-
ﬁed by the vertical velocity variance (w02) measured within
cloud-layerlegs.Thecloud-layerlegw02 iscalculatedbytak-
ing the variance of the vertical velocity in each of the POC
and overcast segments of the cloud-layer ﬂight leg. Corrob-
orating Wood et al. (2011a), we ﬁnd that w02 is lower in the
POC across all cases (Table 3). The very low w02 values in
both POC and OVC regions in the RF13 case sampled dur-
ing midday are probably due to absorption of solar radiation,
which reduces the net cloud-layer radiative cooling that helps
drive turbulence. It is illuminating to see local variations in
w02 over the course of a ﬂight leg, which we calculate based
on a 21s (∼2km) moving window, which acts as a crude
high-pass ﬁlter to isolate turbulent motions from mesoscale
ﬂuctuations. In Fig. 4, measurements from the cloud-level
ﬂight leg of the RF08 POC are shown to illustrate the ob-
served changes in cloud, drizzle, and vertical wind speed
across the POC-to-OVC transition. Figure 4b shows that w02
is intermittent in the POC. Long stretches of very low w02 are
interrupted by short bursts of elevated w02, which are asso-
ciated with cumulus clouds. Although there are ﬂuctuations
in w02 in the overcast region, the values are generally high.
Cloud-level w02 also gives an indication of how much turbu-
lence is available to entrain air from the FT. The much lower
values of cloud-layer w02 within POC regions compared to
surrounding overcast regions with similar inversion temper-
ature jumps suggest that the entrainment rates over the POCs
are much smaller than in the surrounding overcast regions, as
found with LES (Berner et al., 2011).
5 Clouds and precipitation
5.1 Cloud macrophysics
A deﬁning difference between the POC and overcast re-
gions in a satellite image is the difference in cloud frac-
tion.Forcloudfractionestimatesweusetheupward-pointing
Wyoming Cloud Lidar to detect overlying cloud during the
C-130subcloudﬂightlegs.Cloudfractioninovercastregions
are nearly 100%, while the POC regions have, on average, a
more variable cloud fraction between 56 and 83% (Table 3).
The all-sky mean LWP can be higher or lower in the POC
than in the OVC region, but the relative standard deviation of
LWP (the ratio of the standard deviation of LWP to its mean,
both given in Table 3) tends to be larger in the POC. This,
together with enhanced decoupling, is an indicator of more
cumulus-like convection within the POC (Jones et al., 2011).
These differences in cloud structures also manifest them-
selves in the precipitation rates. The mean precipitation rates
are higher in the POCs than in the surrounding OVC regions
(Table 3). POC radar reﬂectivities are also more broadly
distributed. The column-maximum radar reﬂectivity (Zmax)
is plotted against the fraction of columns with reﬂectivity
greater than the value in Fig. 5a. The broader distribution
in the POC is evident from the shallower slope of the POC
cumulative distribution compared to the OVC. In particular,
there is a much larger fractional coverage of strong driz-
zle >10dBZ for all POC cases. This contrast is consis-
tent with statistics of the distribution of reﬂectivities within
open- and closed-cell stratocumulus observed previously
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Figure 4. Cloud-level measurements from cloud-level ﬂight leg showing (a) cloud (qc – orange) and drizzle (qD – green) water mixing ratio;
(b) 21s running vertical wind variance (w02); (c) 1Hz vertical wind speed (w – gray) and 21s mean w (black); (d) cloud (orange – Nd) and
drizzle (green – ND) drop number concentration; and (e) precipitation rate R, based on 10s averaged drizzle drop size distributions. In the
POC segment of the ﬂight leg, active clouds, deﬁned as cloudy and drizzling data with w02 ≥0.1m2 s−2, are shaded in dark gray. Quiescent
clouds, deﬁned as cloudy and drizzling data with w02 <0.1m2 s−2, are shaded in white. The clear regions in the POC, where liquid water
mixing ratios measured by the CDP or by the Gerber PV-100 Probe did not exceed 0.03gkg−1, are left unshaded.
over the southeast Paciﬁc with shipboard cloud radar (Com-
stock et al., 2007) and over the global oceans with CloudSat
(Muhlbauer et al., 2014).
TeraiandWood(2013)foundthatprecipitationatlowerel-
evations is a better indicator of cold pool formation than the
occurrence of precipitation at cloud base (where the column-
maximum reﬂectivity is observed). Similarly, by examining
the reﬂectivity at 250m (Z250) in Fig. 5b, instead of the col-
umn maximum (Zmax), we ﬁnd that reﬂectivities greater than
0dBZ occur on average 10% of the time in POCs compared
to only ∼1.5% of the time in the OVC region. Among the
different precipitation characteristics, this best differentiates
the POC precipitation from the OVC precipitation. The re-
ﬂectivities at 250m are likely inﬂuenced by the amount of
subcloud evaporation between the cloud base and 250m.
Therefore, the higher occurrence of > 0dBZ precipitation at
250m in the POC may reﬂect lower cloud-base heights in the
POCs rather than a difference in the drizzle drop size distri-
butions.
The macrophysical signatures of the cloud and precipita-
tion properties in POCsall point to more cumuliformconvec-
tion and correspondingly patchier and heavier precipitation
within the POC than the surrounding overcast region.
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Figure 5. (a) The cumulative probability of column-maximum
radar reﬂectivity Zmax greater than the abscissal value for overcast
(red) and POC (blue) regions. The mean distribution are shown as
bold lines, while individual ﬂight legs are shown as thinner lines
with markers. Radar reﬂectivities from all level ﬂight legs are used
to make the distribution. (b) Same as (a) but for radar reﬂectivity at
250m
.
5.2 Cloud microphysics
We now consider the cloud microphysical properties in
the POCs. Consistent with previous POC observations
(Petters et al., 2006; Sharon et al., 2006; Van Zanten and
Stevens, 2005; Wood et al., 2011a), all ﬁve of the POC cases
examined here show that cloud droplet number concentra-
tions (Nd) decrease by more than a factor of 8 from the OVC
region (Table 4). Whereas the mean cloud-layer Nd inside
the POCs has a range between 4 and 13cm−3 across cases,
the Nd in the surrounding OVC region range from 52 to
207cm−3, further showing that POCs can persist when sur-
rounded by a wide range of microphysical environments. In
the surrounding OVC, the case-to-case variations in Nd are
highly correlated (r =0.98) with the variations in subcloud
PCASP aerosol concentrations (Na). In the POCs, the rel-
ative changes in Nd are much more spatially variable than
in OVC clouds, and Nd is at least a factor of 3 lower than
the subcloud Na. As we discuss below (Sect. 5.3), this is
due to dramatically lower Nd in “quiescent” stratocumulus
clouds than in the “active” cumulus clouds that bring up the
subcloud-layer aerosol. Despite this, the mean subcloud Na
is correlated with Nd in the POCs (r =0.76).
The horizontal-mean cloud water mixing ratio (qc) drops
drastically inside the POCs (Table 4), due in part to a lower
cloud fraction. In contrast, the horizontal-mean drizzle water
mixing ratio (qD) at least doubles inside the POCs, such that,
in all ﬁve POC cases, the mass of water in the drizzle mode
is larger than that in the cloud mode; remarkably, the qD/qc
ratio is at least 20-fold larger in the ﬁve POCs than in the
OVC regions. The increase in the estimated precipitation rate
from the surrounding OVC region to the POC is not as large
as that in qD.
This apparent discrepancy is explained by the distinct size
distribution of cloud and drizzle drops in the POC (Fig. 6).
If we examine the cloud and drizzle drop size distributions
measured by the CDP and 2DC in Fig. 6, we note a large
increase in the drizzle drop concentrations in the POCs. Be-
cause the increase mainly occurs in the size range of smaller
drops, the larger concentrations in the POC do not contribute
to large differences in the precipitation rate. The increase in
the number of large cloud and small drizzle drops is curious
and may be related to the very low Nd and different cloud
types in POCs.
5.3 Active vs. quiescent clouds
A closer examination of the clouds found in POCs reveals
two general types of clouds: thinner, stratiform, quiescent
clouds and cumulus-like active clouds (Wood et al., 2011a).
We use a w02 threshold of 0.1m2 s−2 as a means of distin-
guishing between the quiescent and active clouds inside the
POC, except for the daytime case RF13, where the overall
cloud-level vertical wind variance is low and hence where a
threshold of 0.03m2 s−2 is used. Here we calculate the w02
as the 21s running mean w02. In the RF08 example (Fig. 4),
one can see lower Nd, lower vertical velocities, and consis-
tently elevated drizzle drop number concentrations (ND) in
the quiescent clouds than in the active clouds. Table 5 quanti-
ﬁes and summarizes differences between the active and qui-
escent clouds in the POC regions, averaged for each of the
ﬁve cases. Note that, unlike Table 4, all of the listed vari-
ables are only averaged over cloudy portions of the ﬂight
leg. Although there are uncertainties in taking area estimates
from one or two cloud-level ﬂight legs, we ﬁnd that, across
all POC cases, the quiescent clouds make up most of the
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Figure 6. Droplet size distribution from the CDP and 2DC dur-
ing a cloud-level ﬂight leg from RF08. The cyan lines indicate
distributions estimated from 1km averages in the POC, while the
thicker blue line indicates the mean of those distributions. The ma-
genta lines indicate distributions estimated from 1km averages in
the overcast region, while the thicker red line indicates the mean of
those distributions.
observed clouds in the POCs. The cloud droplet number
concentration Nd is consistently lower within the quiescent
clouds than in the active clouds, the latter having mean Nd
on the order of 15cm−3. RF07 is an apparent exception, but
active clouds were rarely sampled on this ﬂight, with only
2km of the ﬂight leg sampling active clouds. The ratio be-
tween qc and qD differs between the two regions, much like
the change in ratio between overcast and POC clouds; in ac-
tive clouds, qc and qD are comparable, whereas in quiescent
clouds, qD is far greater. Nonetheless, it is important to note
that the qD in both active and quiescent clouds of the POC is
far greater than in the overcast clouds. The high qD is likely
to increase the accretion and self-collection rates in POCs.
Table 5 shows, however, that, in each POC case, higher qD
in quiescent clouds does not always translate to higher pre-
cipitation rates, which are estimated from the in situ 2DC-
measured drizzle size distribution averaged over the appro-
priate cloud type. As in the POC–overcast comparison, this
discrepancy exists because much of the drizzle mass differ-
ence resides at the smaller sizes, which have a smaller inﬂu-
ence on precipitation rate.
6 Aerosol
6.1 Accumulation-mode aerosol
Some of the macrophysical difference between the over-
cast and POC cloud characteristics are attributable to dif-
ferences in inversion structure and LCL height. Many of
the microphysical differences, such as differences in Nd, are
attributable to the low accumulation-mode aerosol concen-
trations (Na) in POCs. The POC subcloud-layer Na of ∼
30cm−3 (Table4),asmeasuredbythePCASP,ismuchlower
than the typical 25–75th percentile range of 70–220cm−3
(Allen et al., 2011) in the 80◦ W region during the VOCALS-
REx time period. Na in the surrounding overcast regions
range between 64 and 330cm−3 across the ﬁve cases, similar
to the REx-mean distribution near 80◦ W, and are well corre-
lated with Nd (Table 4). The cases (e.g., RF08) with higher
Na in the overcast region are related to hook features asso-
ciated with localized offshore aerosol transport in the free-
troposphere and boundary layer, described by George et al.
(2013). The subcloud Na in the POC is uncorrelated with
Na in the surrounding overcast and shows remarkable small
variation (24–40cm−3) across the ﬁve POC cases. If we ex-
tend the comparison to other previously observed POC cases
(Sharon et al., 2006; Petters et al., 2006; Wood et al., 2008),
the similarity in subcloud Na still holds (Table 4). Spatially,
across the overcast-to-POC transition, subcloud Na gradu-
ally decreases over tens of kilometers across the transition
(Fig. 2), whose gradients across the transition vary from case
to case. Even within the POC, Fig. 2 and Table 4 show that
subcloud Na can spatially vary by more than 25%.
Whereas we have mostly examined data collected during
the level ﬂight legs to examine horizontal gradients in Na,
we use both the proﬁles and level ﬂight legs to examine the
vertical distribution of Na (Fig. 7). In the RF06 case, Wood
et al. (2011a) noted a layer of ultraclean air in the POC re-
gion where mean PCASP aerosol concentrations are consid-
erably lower than 10cm−3. We ﬁnd that an ultraclean layer
exists in all of the other POC cases examined during VO-
CALS. The ultraclean layers typically extend from roughly
the stratocumulus cloud-base height to the inversion base,
with a broad range of thicknesses (from 200m for RF06 to
700m for RF07). The concentrations in the ultraclean layer
alsovaryfromcasetocase,rangingfromtheverycleanRF09
case, where a 400m layer with concentrations <1cm−3 was
observed, to the more polluted RF08 case, where concen-
trations mostly hovered around 5cm−3 and those concentra-
tions <1cm−3 were rarely observed. Concerning the struc-
ture of the ultraclean layer, with the exception of RF08, the
vertical gradient in aerosol concentration is sharper at the in-
version compared to the more gradual change from relatively
well-mixed subcloud layer to the ultraclean layer.
6.2 Aitken-mode aerosol
WhereasNa ismuchlowerinthePOCatallheights,thesame
isnottrueforconcentrationsofsmalleraerosolparticles.Past
shipboard measurements (Kollias et al., 2004; Petters et al.,
2006; Tomlinson et al., 2007; Wood et al., 2008) reported an
increase in the number of Aitken-mode aerosols in the very
clean regions of the POCs, suggesting that the low aerosol
concentrationsinthePOCallowforthenucleationofAitken-
mode aerosols. Their growth to accumulation-mode sizes
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Table 5. In situ measurements of cloud and drizzle properties of active and quiescent clouds observed across the ﬁve POC cases. A w02
threshold of 0.1m2 s−2 is used to categorize cloud measurements as either active or quiescent, except for the daytime ﬂight RF13, where
a threshold of 0.03m2 s−2 is used. All active and quiescent values are averaged over in-cloud measurements, deﬁned as measurements for
which the combined liquid water mixing ratio from CDP and 2DC is greater than 0.03gkg−1 or the liquid water mixing ratio as measured
by the Gerber PV-100 Probe is greater than 0.03gkg−1.
Case Cloud Length Fraction w02 Nd ND qc qD Rin situ
(km) (%) (m2 s−2) (cm−3) (L−1) (gkg−1) (gkg−1) (mmd−1)
RF06 Active 32.5 14.6 0.70 21 280 0.29 0.22 24.0
Quiescent 78.2 35.1 0.03 5 272 0.05 0.22 15.1
RF07 Active 2.0 3.3 0.17 5 233 0.07 0.09 3.5
Quiescent 24.4 40.6 0.04 5 323 0.06 0.19 9.3
RF08 Active 14.6 22.5 0.18 19 213 0.12 0.15 11.5
Quiescent 23.6 36.3 0.05 9 274 0.08 0.16 7.9
RF09 Active 5.2 4.3 0.55 26 49 0.15 0.02 2.1
Quiescent 37.4 31.2 0.03 3 188 0.03 0.15 8.6
RF13 Active 32.0 15.1 0.06 15 214 0.16 0.11 5.9
Quiescent 52.5 24.8 0.01 4 307 0.06 0.16 9.9
may potentially provide a source of cloud condensation nu-
clei (CCN) in the POC (Kazil et al., 2011). The Aitken-mode
aerosol concentration is estimated from our C-130 observa-
tions as the difference between total aerosol concentrations
for particles with diameter >10nm (CN) and those from the
PCASP (>100nm). From our observations of the ﬁve POC
cases, no clear picture of enhanced or depleted Aitken-mode
aerosols emerges. Subcloud Aitken-mode aerosol concentra-
tions in the POC only increase for three of the ﬁve cases
(RF06, RF08, and RF09; Table 4), and their concentrations
do not correlate with subcloud Na. We also ﬁnd that, except
for the daytime RF13 ﬂight, the concentration of Aitken-
mode aerosols decreases in the ultraclean layer, where we
expect the highest nucleation rates due to low aerosol surface
concentrations. It must be noted that four of the POCs were
sampled during the night, when photochemical production of
nucleation mode precursor gases is absent. Whereas the pro-
cesses that determine the sources and sinks of accumulation-
mode aerosols appear to have a clear vertical structure, the
Aitken-mode aerosols appear to be modulated by a variety
of processes that are not as well constrained across different
POC cases.
6.3 Accumulation-mode aerosol budget in POCs
Although the relatively small variation between cases in
POC subcloud Na could be coincidental, it certainly war-
rants attention. The similarity across different POCs indi-
cates that the source and sink balance of accumulation-mode
aerosols somehow gives rise to relatively constant concen-
trations. Such a stable equilibrium at low aerosol concen-
trations is suggested by the modeling study of Baker and
Charlson (1990). The small spread between cases is surpris-
ing given that the observations are strongly suggestive of a
surface source of aerosols and that mean surface wind speeds
vary between 5 and 11ms−1 between cases. Surface aerosol
ﬂuxes from sea-salt ﬂux parameterizations are strong func-
tions of wind speed (e.g., de Leeuw et al., 2011).
If we assume that the primary source of aerosols in the
POC is indeed the ocean surface, then a steady-state CCN
concentration in the POC subcloud layer (Ns) can be esti-
mated with the equation
Ns = N+ +
F
MCu
, (1)
where N+ is the CCN concentration just above the subcloud
layer; F is the surface source of CCN-sized aerosols; and
MCu is the entrained mass ﬂux into the subcloud layer from
above, which keeps the surface layer partially coupled to the
cloud layer in the POC. This must equal the cumulus mass
ﬂux out of the subcloud layer. In other words, the surface
ﬂux of CCN is balanced by the mixing of CCN-depleted air
into the top of the subcloud layer.
We may obtain estimates of N+, F, and MCu to verify
whether this balance equation applies to the observed POC
cases. N+ is estimated as the mean PCASP aerosol concen-
tration from the below cloud ﬂight legs. F is estimated using
the sea-salt ﬂux parameterization from Clarke et al. (2006)
integrated over the same size range as that sampled by the
PCASP. The 10m mean wind speed (u10) that is needed
for the calculation is estimated from the mean wind speed
measured in the subcloud legs and assuming a log-wind pro-
ﬁle with a surface roughness of 1.86×10−4 m (Wood et al.,
2011a). Because the parameterized aerosol ﬂux has a depen-
dence of u3.41
10 , an order of magnitude difference in ﬂuxes ex-
ists between the low and high wind conditions (see Table 6).
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Figure 7. Proﬁles of PCASP aerosol concentration from the POC (blue) and overcast (red) region. Cyan (POC) and magenta (overcast) dots
indicate individual data points from proﬁles ﬂown in the two regions. Concentrations <0.1cm−3 are set at 0.1cm−3 to allow for easier
plotting on the log-scale abscissa. The thicker proﬁle line indicates the median taken from the proﬁle data. PCASP data from level ﬂight
legs are also included in the form of box-and-whisker plots. For reference, cloud-mean cloud droplet number concentrations from the CDP
are shown as open triangles, mean inversion base heights calculated from proﬁle measurements are shown as dashed lines, and mean lifting
condensation levels calculated from subcloud ﬂight legs are shown as dotted lines.
The cumulus mass ﬂux (MCu) can be estimated from ex-
amining the water balance at the top of the subcloud layer.
If we assume that the upward moisture ﬂux in the cumulus
clouds is balanced by precipitation rates, then MCu can be
estimated as
MCu =
R500
1q
ρ, (2)
where R500 is the precipitation rate at 500m; 1q is the mois-
ture difference between cloudy and clear parcels at the top of
the subcloud layer; and ρ is the air density, which we assume
to be 1kgm−3. The precipitation rate at 500m is chosen be-
cause this is the approximate height of the LCL (Table 3),
which typically coincides with the height of the top of the
subcloud layer. The estimated cumulus mass ﬂuxes, reported
in Table 6, range between 1.0 and 2.8cms−1.
Except in RF09, the estimated F/MCu is much smaller
than the observed Ns −N+, inconsistent with the balance
(Eq. 1). In addition to the simplicity of the budget in Eq. (1),
there are several possible reasons for this discrepancy. First,
determining an appropriate N+ is made difﬁcult by the ver-
tical gradient in Na at the top of the subcloud layer, as ev-
ident in Fig. 7. Rather than decreasing abruptly at the top
of the subcloud layer, Na gradually decreases upward into
the cloud layer. Second, we have neglected any other sources
of CCN-sized aerosols, such as the growth of Aitken-mode
aerosols to accumulation-mode sized particles. Third, other
budget terms such as losses from precipitation scavenging of
aerosols in the subcloud layer could be signiﬁcant. What we
can say from the values in Table 6 is that F/MCu can eas-
ily vary by more than a factor of 4, and their variations do
not correlate with Ns or Ns −N+. We are therefore left with-
out an explanation to why the subcloud Na in POC varies so
weakly across different POC cases.
7 Non-POC cases
Two cases of cloud breaks which may appear as contenders
for POCs, but which are excluded from our deﬁnition of
POCs, are examined here. The ﬁrst case of cloud break-up
sampled during RF02 (18 October) and shown in Fig. 8a was
sampledtothesouthofahook-likecloudfeatureofenhanced
Nd from the transport and entrainment from the free tropo-
sphere of anthropogenic aerosols (George et al., 2013). De-
spite the break in the cloud to the south of the hook feature,
we do not identify this feature as a POC, because it lacks
the microphysical change (a substantial increase in effective
radius at its edges) that we associate with POCs. In situ ob-
servations show that, instead of a decrease in accumulation-
mode aerosols, there is a subsequent increase in subcloud Na
from ∼ 200 to ∼ 300cm−3 to the south. Likewise, the Nd
increases from ∼ 100 to ∼ 200cm−3 (not shown). From the
C-130 observation alone, however, we cannot determine the
reason for the cloud break-up to the south. We do ﬁnd that the
inversion at approximately 1000m around 83◦ W is anoma-
lously low, and the decrease in cloud cell size to the south
in the satellite visible imagery hints at a lowering of the in-
version height to the south that might mean a lowering of
cloud-top heights to the south.
The second case (Fig. 8b) corresponds to western edge of
the stratocumulus cloud deck observed during RF04 (23 Oc-
tober), where large drizzle rates were observed. High radar
reﬂectivities (>10dBZ), representing heavy drizzle, cold
pool formation, and an increase in cloud effective radius to-
wards the edge of the cloud deck were observed in daytime
satellite retrievals of this case, but no open cellular convec-
tionwasobservedbeyondtheedgeoftheovercastclouds,ex-
cluding this case from our deﬁnition of POCs. We also do not
observeadecreaseinNa tothewestofthebreak-up,although
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Table 6. Aerosol budget values. Values relevant to the aerosol budget of Eq. (1) are listed. Measured values include PCASP-sized aerosols
from subcloud (Ns) and below cloud (N+) ﬂight legs as well as 1q, which is the mean difference in water (vapor + cloud) mixing ratio
between cloudy and clear conditions measured in below cloud legs. The surface aerosol ﬂux (F) of PCASP-sized aerosols is estimated from
the subcloud leg-mean wind speed (see Table 2) using the parameterization from Clarke et al. (2006). POC-mean precipitation rate (R500)
at 500m is estimated from the radar reﬂectivity at 500m using the Z–R relationship proposed by Comstock et al. (2004) (R (mmd−1)
= 2.01Z0.77). The cumulus mass ﬂux MCu is estimated using the relationship in Eq. (2).
Case Ns N+ Ns −N+ F R500 1q MCu F/MCu
(cm−3) (cm−3) (cm−3) (×103 m2 s−2) (mmd−1) (gkg−1) (cms−1) (cm−3)
RF06 32 16 16 230 2.2 0.9 2.8 8.1
RF07 29 18 11 70 2.8 1.2 2.7 2.6
RF08 40 23 17 62 2.7 1.1 2.8 2.2
RF09 24 20 4 49 0.8 0.9 1.0 4.8
RF13 37 12 15 13 1.5 0.8 2.2 0.6
a decreasein aerosolsin the clearregion is notpart ofthe def-
inition of POCs in this study. This suggests that higher pre-
cipitation rates at the edges of overcast clouds do not always
indicate that the strong aerosol–cloud–precipitation interac-
tions that we observe in POCs are the cause for the break-up
in the clouds.
8 Discussion and conclusions
Fivepocketsofopencells(POCs)sampledduringVOCALS-
REx by the NSF/NCAR C-130 are comprehensively
compared with their surrounding overcast regions. Free-
tropospheric water vapor and temperature, sea surface tem-
peratures, inversion height, and near-surface winds were not
found to differ appreciably in the POCs compared with the
surrounding overcast stratocumulus areas, and are not very
different from the REx-mean conditions in the sampled re-
gions. This latter fact indicates that POCs can be maintained
under typical large-scale meteorological conditions found
over the southeast Paciﬁc.
A consistent feature of POCs is the presence of heavy
drizzle rates (>10dBZ) and associated cold pools, which
are largely absent in the surrounding overcast regions. All
ﬁve of the observed POCs also contain both active – cu-
muliform and quiescent – stratiform clouds. Active clouds
associated with cumulus-like convection make up a smaller
proportion of the cloud cover (CF<25%) in the POC and
have larger cloud droplet number concentrations (Nd) and
larger cloud water mixing ratios (qc). Although collision–
coalescence rates are expected to be high in the active clouds,
their comparatively high Nd (20cm−3) suggests that active
clouds loft relatively aerosol-rich subcloud-layer air to the
cloud layer and detrain some of this aerosol into surround-
ing quiescent clouds, which cover more of the POCs and
are characterized by very low Nd (<10cm−3) and high driz-
zle water mixing ratio (qD). We cannot determine from these
observations whether quiescent clouds are spatial extensions
of active cells, as in the trailing stratiform region of larger
mesoscale convective systems; are remnants of decaying ac-
tive clouds; or are formed in situ. Snapshots of POC cloud
ﬁelds from LES studies of Berner et al. (2011) and Kazil
et al. (2011) suggest that quiescent clouds are spatial exten-
sions of active cumulus clouds, but a closer examination of
the time evolution of quiescent clouds will be necessary to
resolve this issue.
The efﬁciency of the in-cloud coalescence scavenging in
cleaning out accumulation-mode aerosols in POCs is most
evident in the apparently omnipresent ultraclean layer ob-
served across all ﬁve POCs. The presence of the ultraclean
layer, combined with the low values of vertical velocity vari-
ance in the cloud layer within the POC and increased aerosol
concentrations at lower altitudes, also strongly suggests that
the surface sourceof accumulation-modeaerosols, andhence
of cloud condensation nuclei, is more important than a free-
tropospheric source. In addition, we ﬁnd that the spread of
mean subcloud-layer accumulation-mode aerosol concentra-
tion (Na) in the POCs is remarkably narrow, with a mean
value (∼ 30cm−3) that is close to values found in previously
studied cases from other locations and times (Sharon et al.,
2006; Petters et al., 2006; Wood et al., 2008). This mean
value appears to be insensitive to Na in the surrounding over-
cast region, suggesting that the factors controlling the aerosol
budget in the POC are independent of those in the surround-
ing overcast.
The factors that determine the Na budget in the POC sub-
cloud layer in the simple aerosol budget of Eq. (1) are quan-
tiﬁed in Table 6. We ﬁnd that our simple budget calculation
does not shed light on explaining the narrow range of ob-
served subcloud Na in POCs. Instead, it leaves us with a puz-
zle as to how the narrow range of Na exists when the surface
source of aerosols can differ by more than an order of mag-
nitude. Because high-resolution cloud-resolving model stud-
ies with interactive aerosols also show similar accumulation-
mode aerosol concentrations in the subcloud layer (Kazil
et al., 2011; Berner et al., 2013), further modeling studies
with variable surface source functions may help shed light on
whether there is indeed a physical explanation for the simi-
larity.
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Figure 8. (a) C-130 subcloud ﬂight track from RF02 (18 October 2008 16:50UTC) is overlaid on GOES-10 infrared satellite imagery taken
at the same time. As in Fig. 2, the top right panel shows the in situ PCASP aerosol concentrations at ∼ 150m. The bottom right panel shows
the WCR reﬂectivity with the ﬂight altitude indicated in bold black and the WCR/WCL-derived cloud-top height and cloud-base height
indicated in gray. (b) Same as (a) but for a subcloud ﬂight track from RF04 (23 October 2008 10:20UTC).
Finally, itis important to statethat while thisstudy informs
of the mechanisms involved in POC maintenance, it does not
inform of the mechanisms by which POCs form. Previous
modeling studies have looked at the transition from closed-
cell to open-cell convection mediated by cold pool forma-
tion (Wang et al., 2010), cloud–aerosol interactions (Kazil
et al., 2011), or high liquid water path (Wang et al., 2010;
Berner et al., 2013). Observational studies have noted the
possible role of gravity waves (Allen et al., 2013) or larger
cloud droplet sizes (Wood et al., 2008) in POC formation,
but widespread observational data are still lacking, largely
because POCs preferentially form overnight (Wood et al.,
2008). A concerted effort to combine satellite retrievals and
regional models will likely be necessary to pin down the key
factors that contribute to POC formation; in a future paper,
we will present a satellite-based study of the evolution of the
ﬁve VOCALS-REx POC cases prior to the in situ aircraft ob-
servations.
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